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Languages differ considerably in terms of the size of
their phonemic repertoires. Although about two thirds of
the world’s languages make do with an inventory in the
range of two to four dozen segments, the range of reper-
toire size is actually very extensive. At one end occur Poly-
nesian languages, with fewer than 20 phonemes, and at the
other end, African languages, with 140 or more (Mad-
dieson, 1984). The relationship between different kinds of
segments within the inventories also varies. Again, there
is a preferred pattern whereby languages tend to contain
almost twice as many consonants as vowels; but the vowel/
consonant ratio ranges from .065 to over 1.3.

Are there perceptual consequences of cross-linguistic
differences in phonemic inventory size? Assuming that
languages are roughly equivalent in the number of word
contrasts that they encode, it is reasonable to expect that
languages with small inventories, allowing relatively few
phoneme contrasts, will tend to have a larger number of ho-
mophonic word forms, or greater word length. Languages

with larger inventories, supporting relatively many con-
trasts, will be able to get by with shorter words and fewer
homophones. Thus it can be argued that a reduction in the
number of phonetic contrasts to be processed trades off
against an increase in the average number of phonemes
to be processed per word, or an increase in the number of
ambiguous words that must be distinguished via contex-
tual information; hence, phoneme inventory size itself
should not carry implications for perceptual complexity.

The relative distribution of phonemes within the pho-
netic repertoire raises, however, different issues. Roughly
speaking, consonants and vowels tend to alternate in word
forms. Accordingly, the absolute size of a language’s con-
sonant inventory could provide an indication of the num-
ber of different transition types that will be realized for
any given vowel, while the size of the vowel inventory
could likewise give a rough guide to how many different
transitions will be realized for each consonant. If the rel-
ative number of vowels and consonants in a language is
unbalanced, the potential for variability of vowels and of
consonants, respectively, will likewise be unbalanced.

Needless to say, this potential may not be realized; other
factors may operate to ensure that vowel and consonant
variability is similar across languages. Consider, for in-
stance, the well-known argument of Lindblom (e.g., 1986,
1988) that phonetic contrasts will be realized as clearly as
is needed to ensure successful communication, but no more
so. One of the corollaries of this argument is that in lan-
guages with few phonemes (or few vowels, or few con-
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In three experiments, listeners detected vowel or consonant targets in lists of CV syllables con-
structed from five vowels and five consonants. Responses were faster in a predictable context (e.g., lis-
tening for a vowel target in a list of syllables all beginning with the same consonant) than in an unpre-
dictable context (e.g., listening for a vowel target in a list of syllables beginning with different
consonants). In Experiment 1, the listeners’ native language was Dutch, in which vowel and consonant
repertoires are similar in size. The difference between predictable and unpredictable contexts was
comparable for vowel and consonant targets. In Experiments 2 and 3, the listeners’ native language was
Spanish, which has four times as many consonants as vowels; here effects of an unpredictable conso-
nant context on vowel detection were significantly greater than effects of an unpredictable vowel con-
text on consonant detection. This finding suggests that listeners’ processing of phonemes takes into ac-
count the constitution of their language’s phonemic repertoire and the implications that this has for
contextual variability.
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sonants), the smaller set of available contrasts will be in-
herently more distinctive and hence will not need to be as
clearly realized. In an unbalanced inventory, under this
account, the smaller set would be realized with less pre-
cision, or effectively with greater variability, which in turn
would introduce greater variability into the set of transi-
tions available for each member of the larger set. This
would cancel out the potential differences in variability
offered by the inventory size imbalance.

Studies of this issue have so far been few, and have prin-
cipally addressed issues of speech production. Vowel in-
ventory size has played a role in studies of the acoustic
realization of vowels, in which languages with small vowel
inventories have been compared with languages with
large vowel inventories. Thus Manuel (1990) compared
the amount of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation in CVC se-
quences in three Bantu languages and found, for one of
the two vowels studied, greater anticipatory coarticulation
in the two languages with five-vowel inventories than in
the third language, which had a larger number of vowels.
This result supports the prediction that vowels will be
less clearly realized when there are fewer of them. How-
ever, the other vowel that she studied showed no such dif-
ferences. Flege (1989) measured the precision of tongue
positioning in the production of English and Spanish
point vowels; he found no difference in articulatory pre-
cision, but three of the English point vowels (/ i, u, a /)
were realized at more extreme positions than their Spanish
equivalents, which Flege explained in terms of the greater
need to preserve contrast with neighbors in the more
crowded English vowel space. Several studies have shown
that the vowel spaces of languages with larger vowel in-
ventories are expanded relative to those of languages with
smaller vowel inventories (e.g., Bradlow, 1995, for En-
glish vs. Spanish; Jongman, Fourakis, & Sereno, 1989,
for English and German vs. Greek). Bradlow (1996) com-
pared the discrimination of similar vowel contrasts in En-
glish and Spanish; she found that identical stimuli were
judged by the two speaker populations relative to their na-
tive vowel systems, so that boundaries reported in the con-
tinua reflected the boundaries in the natural systems—in
the more expanded English and more restricted Spanish
vowel spaces, respectively.

There is thus little direct evidence so far that clearly
supports the proposal that variability in processing reflects
phoneme inventory size. Moreover, the available studies
have tended to focus just on the size of the vowel inven-
tory, rather than the vowel/consonant ratio. In the present
study, we asked whether the perception of vowels and of
consonants varies as a function of vowel/consonant ratio
in the listener’s language. We addressed this question via
the issue of variability just raised: Are effects of variabil-
ity proportional to the size of the set from which the vary-
ing phonemes are taken? If listeners are indeed sensitive
to the simple size of their language’s available repertoire
of vowels and consonants, respectively, then a larger set
within which variability can potentially occur should exer-
cise relatively greater perceptual effects than a smaller set.

Effects of contextual variability on phoneme percep-
tual measures may be easily observed in the laboratory.
For example, uncertainty arising from the number of
available phonetic environments slows phonetic deci-
sions in the selective attention paradigm (Garner, 1974).
In selective attention experiments, listeners perform
forced-choice categorization along one dimension of an
input under conditions in which another dimension either
is held constant or varies. Wood and Day (1975) found
that variation in vowels slows the categorization of the
initial stop consonant of a CV syllable, and variation in
the consonant likewise slows categorization of the vowel
(see also Tomiak, Mullenix, & Sawusch, 1987). Shand
(1976) showed that variation in the second syllable of
CVCV stimuli had a similar effect.

The two-way categorization task is not the only para-
digm in which effects of contextual uncertainty appear. In
the present study, we used another task in which uncer-
tainty effects have been repeatedly observed—phoneme
detection, in which subjects hear lists of syllables (or other
speech stimuli) and respond as soon as they detect an oc-
currence of a specified phoneme. This task now has a ven-
erable history in psycholinguistics and has been shown
to display a large range of effects that also occur in other
laboratory tasks and in more naturalistic perceptual sit-
uations (see Connine & Titone, 1996, for a review); con-
textual uncertainty effects with this task are robust. Swin-
ney and Prather (1980) found that detection of an initial
/b / in a list of CVC syllables was slower if the vowel in
the syllables varied among four possible vowels than if it
remained constant across all syllables, and slower again if
it varied among eight possible vowels than if there were
only four possibilities. Similar to this effect is the effect
of matching target specification observed by Mills (1980)
on detection of initial consonants in lists of syllables. Sub-
jects were supposed to ignore the vowel in the target spec-
ification, but apparently they could not; when the target
was given as /be /, for example, /b / was detected faster in
/be / than in /bo /. Further, Dijkstra, Schreuder, and
Frauenfelder (1989) found that a visually presented letter
representing a consonant had a similar effect on vowel de-
tection in spoken CV syllables: Again, the subjects were
not supposed to consider the consonant letter in the tar-
get specif ication, but nevertheless / a / was detected
faster in /pa / if the vowel target had been specified with
the written example PA than with KA. (Note that the ef-
fectiveness of a visual target specification here suggests
that the match effect does not occur simply at an acoustic
level; see Cutler, Butterfield, & Williams, 1987, for fur-
ther evidence that matching effects in phoneme detection
involve relatively abstract representations.)

Thus this task can be relied on to produce effects of
contextual uncertainty, and we can therefore use it to ex-
amine whether such effects differ across languages in pro-
portion to differences in vowel versus consonant reper-
toire size. Unfortunately, none of the experiments cited
above compared detection of vowel versus consonant tar-
gets; thus we have as yet no basis for predicting whether
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the effects of vowel unpredictability on consonant de-
tection, and of consonant unpredictability on vowel detec-
tion, should underlyingly be equivalent. Note that a com-
parison across languages with different vowel/consonant
ratios would not in principle be vitiated by differences in
the underlying size of the effects, since our predictions
concern only differences in the size of each effect sepa-
rately as a function of differences in this ratio. Neverthe-
less, we began the present series of experiments in a lan-
guage with a balanced vowel/consonant ratio, with the aim
of comparing the results obtained there to those obtained
in a language with an unbalanced vowel/consonant ratio.
On the default assumption that the effects of vowel un-
predictability on consonant detection and of consonant
unpredictability on vowel detection are, ceteris paribus,
equivalent, we predicted that these effects would be equal
in the language with the balanced ratio of vowels to con-
sonants. In the language with the unbalanced vowel/
consonant ratio, on the other hand, we predicted that lis-
teners would show greater effects of contextual unpre-
dictability when detecting targets from the smaller set
(where the unpredictability occurs within the larger set)
than when detecting targets from the larger set (where the
unpredictability occurs within the smaller set).

In order to compare the differing phonemic repertoires
in as simple a manner as possible, we did not (as, for ex-
ample, Swinney and Prather, 1980, did) include differing
levels of variability within the experiment. In each exper-
iment reported below, the contexts within which a target
phoneme was detected were either predictable or unpre-
dictable; when they were unpredictable, they varied over
four possible phonemes. The same five target vowels and
five target consonants were chosen for each language, and
they were realized in the same 20 CV syllables. Thus the
contextual variability within the experiment was matched
across languages. Any differences in the relative effects
of vowel versus consonant unpredictability between the
language with the balanced vowel/consonant ratio and the
language with the unbalanced ratio could then be ascribed
to the underlying distributional difference between the
languages, rather than to differences in the experimental
situation itself.

In Experiment 1, then, we investigated the effect of
unpredictable vowel information on consonant detection
and the effect of unpredictable consonant information on
vowel detection in Dutch. This language has 16 vowels
and 19 consonants (Booij, 1995) and thus provided as near
to equivalent vowel and consonant inventories as was
easily available to us (languages with exactly balanced
inventories, such as the Papuan language Dani [Mad-
dieson, 1984] do exist, but they are less accessible to psy-
cholinguistic laboratories). Listeners performed a phoneme
detection task with five possible vowel targets and five pos-
sible consonant targets; the target item appeared in vary-
ing positions in a list of CV syllables. The choice of the
10 phonemes that we used was motivated by their avail-
ability in the phonological repertoires of both Dutch and
Spanish (the language of Experiment 2); although the

acoustic realizations in the two languages are not ab-
solutely identical, they are certainly similar, and the pho-
nemic transcriptions in the International Phonetic Alpha-
bet (IPA) are the same in each language. All 10 phonemes
could furthermore occur in CV syllables in both lan-
guages; CV was the only syllable structure with which
we could construct 20 different monosyllabic stimuli
with identical IPA transcriptions in the two languages.
As in Swinney and Prather’s (1980) study, the nontarget
dimension of the CV syllables was either predictable
across all items of a given list or was unpredictable. How-
ever, our experiment differed from Swinney and Prather’s
in that (1) there was only one either/or predictability
comparison, (2) we used more than one phoneme as tar-
get, (3) our target set included both vowels and conso-
nants, and (4) the specified target varied from trial to trial.

EXPERIMENT 1
Dutch

Method
Subjects. Forty undergraduates from the University of Nijmegen,

all native speakers of Dutch with normal hearing, took part in this
experiment. They received a small payment for their participation.

Materials. Five vowels and five consonants were selected as tar-
gets. The five vowels were /a/, /e/, /i /, /o/, and /u/. The five con-
sonants were /p/, /t /, /k/, /l /, and /s /. From these 10 phonemes, 20
CV syllables were constructed: /pe/, /pi /, /po/, /pu/, /ta /, /te /,
/to/, /tu/, /ka/, /ki /, /ko/, /ku/, /sa/, /se/, /si /, /su/, /la/, /le/, /li /,
and /lo/; it can be seen that each of the 10 (target) phonemes oc-
curred in four different contexts. These 20 syllables were recorded
by a female native Dutch speaker.

Two main bivalent variables were included in the experiment:
type of target (vowel or consonant) and type of context (predictable
or unpredictable). Crossing these two variables, the four experi-
mental conditions were obtained: consonant detection with unpre-
dictable context, consonant detection with predictable context,
vowel detection with unpredictable context, and vowel detection
with predictable context. In unpredictable-context lists, the sylla-
bles preceding the target-bearing syllable could include all the
above types of consonants and vowels (with the exception of the
target phoneme); thus an unpredictable-context list for either /p/ or
/u/ could be /ko se to si pu/. In predictable-context lists, for con-
sonant detection all syllables contained the same vowel as that of
the target (e.g., for /p/: /ku su tu su pu/); likewise for vowel detec-
tion, all syllables in the lists contained the same consonant as that
of the target (thus for /u/: /po pe po pi pu/).

Experimental lists varied in length between five and nine sylla-
bles, and the target was always positioned at the end of the list. Each
potential target syllable occurred as target once in each condition;
thus there were 20 experimental lists in each condition. To avoid
strategies of pressing the response key at the end of every list, there
were also five filler lists per condition; in these filler lists, the tar-
get appeared elsewhere than at the end. The filler lists were between
three and five syllables long, and the target could appear in any of
the first four positions. The filler lists were constructed from the
same set of 20 syllables as the experimental lists. Ten practice lists
were constructed, and all four experimental conditions were repre-
sented in this set.

Procedure. The four experimental conditions were presented
blocked, and each subject was tested with all conditions. The four
blocks (conditions) were presented in four different orders, follow-
ing a Latin square design; thus, there were four possible orders of
presentation. Equal numbers of subjects were tested in each order.
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Each block contained an equal number of different list lengths (four
lists per length). The list presentation inside each block was ran-
domized for each subject with the following restrictions: First, no
more than six experimental lists could appear in a row; second, no
more than three lists of the same length could appear in a row; and
third, the same target phoneme never appeared more than twice in
a row.

Each trial had the following sequence: A letter representing the
phoneme target appeared on the screen for 1,000 msec, and then
syllables in the list were played one after the other with an intersyl-
lable interval of 500 msec. After the last syllable of the list had been
presented, subjects had up to 2,500 msec to respond before the next
trial started. After each block there was a pause of 4,000 msec. Dur-
ing the practice trials, the subjects were given feedback if they made
a mistake: A false alarm response, or failure to detect a target, caused
the word ERROR to be printed on the center of the screen after the
end of the trial for 1,000 msec. Reaction time (RT) was measured
from the onset of the target syllable.

Subjects were encouraged to use an acoustic representation of
the phoneme target and they were instructed not to use the ortho-
graphic code. The choice of cross-linguistically matched materials
raised one problem for the Dutch experiment in that the target
sound /u/ is represented in Dutch orthography by the bigraph OE.
Since we did not wish to make the visual specification of any one
target sound more complex than any other, we used the letter U to
represent /u/, although in Dutch orthography U most often corre-
sponds to the phoneme /y/. Subjects were specifically instructed
that given this target specification they should listen for the sound
/u/, and they appeared to experience no difficulty with this. (Note
that a /u/–U mapping does occur in Dutch in some loan words, such
as computer, and in previous experiments by Otake, Yoneyama,
Cutler, & van der Lugt, 1996, Dutch subjects experienced no diffi-
culty monitoring in spoken Japanese words for the sound /g/ given
the specification G, although G in Dutch orthography represents
the velar fricative /x/ in native words and the stop /g/ only in loan
words such as goal.)

Subjects were instructed to make their responses in each trial as
quickly and as accurately as possible. They were also asked to pay
attention to the whole list of syllables because the target could ap-
pear at any position in the list. Subjects were tested individually in
a sound-attenuated room; the stimuli were presented binaurally over
Sennheiser HD-222 headphones. The experimental session was
controlled by a personal computer using the program NESU. The
experiment lasted for about 30 min.

Results and Discussion
RTs were measured from the onset of the target sylla-

ble (i.e., RTs for consonant targets were measured at tar-
get onset, but RTs for vowel targets were measured at the
onset of the preceding consonant). RTs longer than
1,500 msec and shorter than 150 msec were discarded
from the analyses. One list (in the unpredictable-context
consonant detection condition) had to be excluded be-
cause the target inadvertently appeared twice (i.e., a syl-
lable other than the intended target-bearing syllable con-

tained the same consonant). To keep the design balanced,
the same target syllable was discarded from the analyses
of the remaining three conditions. Therefore, there were
only 19 responses per subject per condition. Mean RTs
and mean missing data rates for each of the four experi-
mental conditions, averaged across subjects and items,
are shown in Table 1.

The data were submitted to separate analyses of vari-
ance (ANOVAs) across subjects (F1) and items (F2),
with type of target (vowel/consonant) and type of context
(predictable/unpredictable) as main factors. Full details
of the statistical analysis are reported only for those ef-
fects that reached significance on both analyses.

Analyses of the missing data rates showed that sub-
jects made significantly more errors in the unpredictable
context (7.17%) than in the predictable context [4.405%;
F1(1,39) = 7.61, p , .01, F2(1,8) = 10.8, p , .02]. Sub-
jects also made more errors responding to vowels than to
consonants (7.63% vs. 3.945%); however, this effect
reached significance only in the subjects analysis, not in
the items analysis. The interaction of the two factors was
not significant (both Fs , 1).

The analysis of RTs showed the same pattern of results.
The context type effect was significant in both analyses,
with responses in the predictable context (382 msec) being
faster than those in the unpredictable context [456 msec;
F1(1,39) = 103.53, p , .001, F2(1,8) = 87.08, p , .001].
The effect of target type was again significant in the sub-
jects analysis (subjects responded more rapidly to vowels
than to consonants: 407 vs. 432 msec) but failed to reach
significance in the items analysis. Again the interaction
between target type and context type was not significant
(both Fs , 1).

In this experiment, context effects were observed for
all targets, in contrast to the findings of Swinney and
Prather (1980), who found significant context effects for
the target /b / but not for the target /s /. Further, the pre-
sent results demonstrate that context effects appear in a
standard phoneme detection experiment in which the na-
ture of the target varies from trial to trial, and not only
when, as in Swinney and Prather’s study, there is only
one target per block. Indeed, the effects that we have ob-
served were much larger than the mean 15-msec context
effect reported in the earlier study. Moreover, we found
no consistent difference in detection times or error rates
for vowel versus consonant targets, and we observed that
vowel detection was just as sensitive to consonantal un-
predictability as consonant detection was to vowel un-
predictability. Every one of the 10 target phonemes showed
a substantial context effect, and, in this language, in
which inventory size for consonants and vowels is al-
most equivalent, the sizes of the average effects for con-
sonants and for vowels were hardly distinguishable (73 vs.
76 msec).

The vowel/consonant ratio within our experiment was,
of course, 1:1. We used five vowels and five consonants,
and the materials included four alternative contexts for
each individual phoneme target. Thus it is arguable that

Table 1
Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in Milliseconds)

and Percentage of Errors (PEs) in Experiment 1 (Dutch)

Consonant Detection Vowel Detection

Fixed Context Varied Context Fixed Context Varied Context

RT PE RT PE RT PE RT PE

395 2.23 468 5.65 369 6.58 444 8.68
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it was this feature of the design, rather than the relatively
balanced background vowel/consonant ratio in Dutch,
that resulted in uncertainty effects of equivalent size for
each target type. In Experiment 2, we maintained the
matched within-experiment ratio, but induced a cross-
experimental comparison of phoneme repertoire in that
we switched the language of the experiment to one with an
unbalanced vowel/consonant repertoire. Spanish has a
simple five-vowel repertoire: /a /, /e/, / i /, /o/, and /u/,
with the members maintaining a high degree of acoustic
distinctiveness (Skelton, 1969). The consonant repertoire
of Spanish, in contrast, is much more varied, with 20
members in the variant in which this experiment was con-
ducted (Castilian; see Harris, 1969; Maddieson, 1984;
Stockwell & Bowen, 1965). Experiment 1 having estab-
lished that both vowel detection and consonant detection
are subject to effects of contextual uncertainty, Experi-
ment 2 allowed us to investigate effects of phoneme
repertoire size, while keeping all other features of the ex-
perimental situation constant. We predicted that if sub-
jects are indeed sensitive to the phonetic choices inherent
in their language, then the size of the phonetic population
within which the variation occurs should determine the
size of the effect of the introduced uncertainty—the greater
the population of potential alternatives, the greater the
uncertainty and hence the greater the effect. In other
words, in this language, with a 1:4 vowel/consonant ratio,
there should be a significantly greater effect of consonant
unpredictability on the detection of vowels than of vowel
unpredictability on the detection of consonants.

EXPERIMENT 2
Spanish

Method
Subjects. Forty native Spanish speakers without early (i.e., be-

fore school) exposure to another language1 were tested in this ex-
periment. They were all undergraduate psychology students at the
University of Barcelona, and they received extra course credits for
their participation.

Materials and Procedure. A new recording of the syllables was
made, by a female native Spanish speaker, thus ensuring that the
listeners were presented with tokens that evoked native language
processing. The program controlling the experiment was EXPE
(Pallier, Dupoux, & Jeannin, 1997). In all other respects the mate-
rials and procedure were exactly the same as in Experiment 1. Subjects
were again instructed not to use an orthographic code in monitoring
for the target. In the Spanish, as in the Dutch materials, one target
phoneme was particularly susceptible to grapheme–phoneme mis-
match effects; in this case, it was the use of the letter K as target spec-
ification for the phoneme /k/, which would usually be represented
in Spanish orthography by the letter C or the letter Q. Subjects were

instructed to listen for /k/ given the target specification K, and again
they experienced no difficulty with this mapping. Subjects were
tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth; the materials were
presented binaurally, via Sennheiser HMD-224 headphones.

Results and Discussion
Because the same design was employed as that in Ex-

periment 1, and indeed the experiment in Barcelona was
conducted concurrently with the experiment in Nijmegen,
the same list as in the previous experiment contained an
inadvertent fault and had to be discarded. The same cri-
teria to eliminate data were employed in this experiment.
Mean RTs and mean missing data rates for each condi-
tion, averaged across subjects and items, are shown in
Table 2.

All data were again submitted to ANOVAs across sub-
jects and across items. In the missing data analysis, the
only significant effect was the context type effect, in the
subjects analysis only; as in Experiment 1, subjects missed
more target phonemes in the unpredictable-context con-
ditions (3.16%) than in the predictable-context conditions
(2.04%), but here the error rate was in general so low that
the difference did not reach significance. All other effects
in the subjects analysis of the pattern of missing data, and
all effects in the items analysis, were nonsignificant.

In the RT analysis, the effect of context type was highly
significant. Subjects’ responses in the unpredictable-
context conditions were significantly slower than those in
the predictable-context conditions [404 vs. 476 msec;
F1(1,39) = 96.85, p , .001, F2(1,8) = 163.0, p , .001].
The difference between RTs to consonants (430 msec)
and vowels (454 msec) was again significant in the sub-
jects analysis but not in the items analysis. Thus the re-
sults of Experiment 2 confirm those of Experiment 1: Both
vowel detection and consonant detection show strong ef-
fects of contextual uncertainty, and standard phoneme de-
tection procedures elicit these effects.

Also as in Experiment 1, every one of the 10 target
phonemes showed a substantial context effect. In this case,
however, the size of the average effect for vowel targets
(91 msec) was greater than that for consonants (60 msec).
The interaction of the target type and context type effects
here reached significance [F1(1,39) = 5.62, p , .03,
F2(1,8) = 6.18, p , .04]. Separate post hoc analyses
showed that the effect of the context manipulation was
significant for both consonant targets [t1(39) = 6.06, p ,
.001, t2(4) = 5.76, p , .005] and vowel targets [t1(39) =
8.88, p , .001, t2(4) = 8.67, p , .001]; nevertheless, the
interaction indicates that the effect of consonant uncer-
tainty on vowel targets was significantly greater than the
effect of vowel uncertainty on consonant targets.

This is exactly the predicted result; in this language,
with its imbalance in the size of the consonant and vowel
inventories, there is an equivalent imbalance in the un-
certainty effects exercised by each type of phonetic con-
text. Despite the fact that the vowel/consonant ratio in the
experiment itself was 1:1, the asymmetry in the back-
ground ratio in the language was reflected in the asym-
metric uncertainty effects.

Table 2
Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) and

Percentage of Errors (PEs) in Experiment 2 (Spanish)

Consonant Detection Vowel Detection

Fixed Context Varied Context Fixed Context Varied Context

RT PE RT PE RT PE RT PE

400 2.10 460 3.42 408 1.96 499 2.89
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The results of Experiments 1 and 2 thus clearly suggest
that Spanish listeners, but not Dutch listeners, are more
sensitive to consonantal variation when detecting vowels
than to vowel variation when detecting consonants. How-
ever, it is of course the case that not only the listeners but
also the recording of the CV syllables differed across the two
experiments. This was an important aspect of the experi-
mental design in that it was necessary for listeners to per-
form the task in a processing mode as near as possible to
that normally used for their native language. Nevertheless,
it is conceivable that in some way the actual acoustic vari-
ability within the 20 syllables used in the experiment might
have been greater in the Spanish materials set than in the
Dutch set. Although only a single recording of each sylla-
ble was used in each materials set, it is, for instance, pos-
sible that individual phonemes might have been realized
with greater variability in their four syllables (e.g., / l / in
/ la, le, li, lo /) in the one as opposed to the other set. In our
final experiment, therefore, we undertook a control com-
parison by presenting the Spanish listeners, whom we
claim to have greater sensitivity to consonantal variation
than to vowel variation, with the Dutch recording of the syl-
lables, which in Experiment 1 produced no difference in the
size of uncertainty effects for consonants versus vowels.

One might expect that the Spanish listeners would in
general have more difficulty performing the task with the
nonnative materials. However, our claim is that the uncer-
tainty effects observed in Experiment 2 reflect the Spanish
listeners’ accumulated experience with the asymmetric
phonemic repertoire of their native language and the po-
tential for phonetic uncertainty offered by such asym-
metry. Thus we expected that these listeners would main-
tain their response pattern despite the fact that the input
may not have mapped so easily onto their native phonol-
ogy. In other words, they should manifest the differential
sensitivity to consonantal as compared with vowel uncer-
tainty, which they showed with the Experiment 2 materi-
als, to an equivalent degree with the Experiment 1 mate-
rials, even though the former were recorded by a speaker
of their own language while the latter were recorded by a
speaker of another language.

EXPERIMENT 3
Spanish Listeners, Dutch Recording

Method
Subjects. Forty Spanish-speaking subjects from the same popu-

lation as that used for Experiment 2 were tested in this experiment;
none had taken part in Experiment 2.

Materials and Procedure. The materials used were the sylla-
bles as recorded for Experiment 1. The experimental list generation
program was corrected to remove the inadvertent double occur-
rence of a target phoneme in one list. The procedure was as in Ex-
periment 2. Because the acoustic targets for the phonemes used in
our study were not identical in Dutch and in Spanish, the subjects
were informed that the syllables were pronounced by a foreign
speaker and might sound a little unusual.

Results and Discussion
Mean RTs and mean missing data rates for each con-

dition, averaged across subjects and items, are shown in
Table 3. ANOVAs were carried out in the same manner as
for the preceding experiments.

In the missing data analysis, no effect reached signif-
icance in either the subjects or the items analysis. However,
it can immediately be seen that the proportion of missed
targets was much higher in this experiment than in Ex-
periments 1 and 2. Although this might suggest that sub-
jects found the foreign pronunciation in general harder to
process, in fact there were quite localized sources of dif-
ficulty; two of the vowels, as realized by the Dutch speaker,
caused particular problems. The vowel /e / sounded to these
Spanish listeners like the diphthong /ei /, and the vowel
/o / sounded like the diphthong /ou /. As a consequence,
when subjects were listening for the target / i / they fre-
quently responded in error to an occurrence of /e / earlier
in the list, and when listening for /u /, they frequently re-
sponded in error to an earlier occurrence of /o /; 85.5% of
the errors to vowel targets were to / i / or to /u/.

Accordingly, we conducted two separate analyses of the
RT data—one across the whole data set and one omitting
the eight target items containing the vowels /u/ and / i /.
Across the whole data set, the effect of context type was
highly significant: Subjects’ responses were significantly
slower in unpredictable contexts (497 msec) than in pre-
dictable contexts [434 msec; F1(1,39) = 74.07, p , .001,
F2(1,8) = 104.19, p , .001]. Responses to consonants
(441 msec) were significantly faster than those to vowels
[490 msec; F1(1,39) = 27.9, p , .001, F2(1,8) = 9.17,
p , .02]. Every one of the 10 target phonemes again
showed faster responses in predictable than in unpre-
dictable contexts, and, as in Experiment 2, the average ef-
fect for vowel targets (81 msec) was substantially larger
than that for consonant targets (47 msec). The interaction
of target type and context type effects was significant
[F1(1,39) = 7.32, p , .01, F2(1,8) = 4.36, p , .07]. Post
hoc analyses showed that once again the difference be-
tween predictable and unpredictable contexts was signif-
icant both for consonant targets [t1(39) = 5.31, p , .001,
t2(4) = 5.76, p , .005] and for vowel targets [t1(39) =
8.0, p , .001, t2(4) = 8.65, p , .001].

When the target syllables containing / i / and /u / were
dropped (both in the cases when their vowel formed the
target and in the matched cases when their consonant
formed the target), an analysis of the RTs across subjects
showed a significant advantage for predictable over unpre-
dictable contexts [F1(1,39) = 27.2, p , .001], a significant
advantage for consonant over vowel targets [F1(1,39) =
79.72, p , .001], and again a significant interaction be-

Table 3
Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) and

Percentage of Errors (PEs) in Experiment 3
(Spanish Listeners, Dutch Recording)

Consonant Detection Vowel Detection

Fixed Context Varied Context Fixed Context Varied Context

RT PE RT PE RT PE RT PE

417 3.38 464 5.25 450 21.63 531 22.38
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tween these two effects [F1(1,39) = 5.91, p , .02]. The
mean size of the context effect for vowels (82 msec) was
still substantially greater than the mean effect for conso-
nants (44 msec). An analysis of the missing data patterns
for this subset of the data revealed no significant effects.

Despite the fact that the Spanish listeners clearly did
not perceive the tokens in this materials set as native pro-
ductions, they nevertheless once again produced a re-
sponse pattern displaying greater sensitivity to consonan-
tal uncertainty than to vowel uncertainty, in conformity
with the distributional patterns of their native phonemic
repertoire.

In a final statistical analysis, we compared the context
effects (RT to targets in unpredictable context minus RT
to targets in predictable contexts) in all three experiments.
There was no main effect of experiment; overall context
effects in all three studies were comparable. There was a
main effect of phoneme type, with greater average context
effects for vowels than for consonants [F1(1,117) = 9.3,
p , .005, F2(1,8) = 7.55, p , .05], but t tests revealed
that this effect was significant for Experiment 2 [t1(39) =
3.42, p , .001, t2(8) = 3.21, p , .02] and for Experi-
ment 3 [t1(39) = 2.43, p , .02, t2(8) = 2.09, p , .07], but
not for Experiment 1. A subanalysis of the context effects
comparing just Experiments 2 and 3 revealed a signifi-
cant effect of phoneme type only [F1(1,78) = 12.84, p ,
.001, F2(1,8) = 11.83, p , .01], with no interaction be-
tween experiment and phoneme type (F1 and F2 , 1); that
is, the context effects shown by the Spanish listeners in
their native language and in the Dutch materials did not
differ in statistical significance.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Our cross-linguistic comparison has provided clear
evidence that the effects of contextual unpredictability
on phoneme detection alter as a function of the relative
size of the phonemic repertoire within which the context
may in principle vary. Vowel detection was always slower
under conditions of consonantal unpredictability, and con-
sonant detection was always slower under conditions of
vowel unpredictability. However, when the comparison
was carried out in Dutch, a language with approximately
balanced inventories of vowels and consonants, approx-
imately equivalent uncertainty effects were observed for
vowel targets and for consonant targets. By contrast, when
the comparison was performed in Spanish, a language
with four times as many consonants as vowels, the ef-
fects of consonant uncertainty on vowel detection were
significantly greater than the effects of vowel uncer-
tainty on consonant detection. The Spanish listeners pro-
duced the same asymmetric effects even with the same
materials with which the Dutch listeners had shown sym-
metric effects. Thus a larger population of potential pho-
netic contexts within which variation could occur seemed
to be directly translated into larger deleterious effects of
the contextual unpredictability on the speed of subjects’
responses.

These experiments have also answered a number of
questions arising from earlier findings. Contextual un-
certainty effects in phoneme detection are robust: It is
always more difficult to detect a phoneme target if the
surrounding phonetic context varies than if it is held con-
stant. Uncertainty effects are observed for vowel targets
when consonantal context varies, and for consonant tar-
gets when vowel context varies; there is no categorical
difference between the two phoneme classes in their sus-
ceptibility to context effects. Moreover, the effects are ob-
served in a standard phoneme detection design with a
range of potential targets; they are in fact stronger in this
situation than in the highly constrained single-target de-
sign used by Swinney and Prather (1980). Nevertheless,
the effects are subject to variation, as a function of how the
language’s phonemic repertoire is made up.

Recall that our repertoire size manipulation was not
carried out within the experimental materials. The sets of
target phonemes in Experiments 1 and 2 were identical, as
were the lists of syllables presented to the listeners. Only
the background repertoire of the language—the sets
from which the five vowels and five consonants that served
both as targets and as contexts were drawn—differed
across Experiment 1 on the one hand and Experiments 2
and 3 on the other. Thus the listeners’ knowledge of the
phonemic repertoire of their language appeared to play a
role in the amount of uncertainty engendered in them by
an unpredictable phonetic context. Spanish listeners found
an unpredictable context that could range over four po-
tential and actual vowel alternatives less problematic than
an unpredictable context that in fact ranged over 4 con-
sonantal alternatives but in principle could have ranged
over 20. Dutch listeners found unpredictable contexts of
the same actual complexity and larger but comparable
notional complexity comparably difficult. Thus the lis-
teners were unable to restrict their expectations of con-
textual variability to that which actually occurred in the
experiment; this actual variability was equivalent for the
two listener groups, but their response patterns were not.
That the listeners seemed unable to restrict their expec-
tations in conformity with the experimental context is also
revealed by another aspect of the results. It is in fact not
the case that every phoneme of each language could occur
in a CV syllable. Both languages have the consonant [n],
for example, which cannot appear in an onset; and 4 of
the 16 vowels of Dutch cannot occur in open syllables.
Thus if listeners had been able to confine their expecta-
tions to open syllables, they might, when detecting an
onset consonant, have been able to expect only variation
among the 12 vowels that could follow the onset of an open
syllable, rather than among the 16 vowels that could fol-
low the total population of onsets. This would have re-
sulted in a slightly asymmetric 12:18 expected ratio for
Dutch; yet the Dutch listeners’ response patterns showed
no trace of asymmetry at all.

Thus this simple laboratory task has allowed us to ob-
serve effects of listeners’ background  expectations of pho-
netic variability based on their experience with their na-
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tive language. In the predictable context, listeners were
presumably able to form precise expectations of the form
of the target given the target specification plus the infor-
mation, provided by the first syllables in the incoming
sequence, as to the nature of the vowel. In the unpre-
dictable context, they had only the target specification it-
self to work with; in theory, they could have constructed
precise expectations of the four relevant syllables in the
experiment, but in practice they apparently did not (note
that phoneme detection becomes enormously harder if
subjects have to retain more than one target specification
in memory; Foss & Dowell, 1971; Steinheiser & Burrows,
1973). In other words, we assume that the context effects
observed in our study (and its predecessors) are more ac-
curately described as facilitation of detection in the 
predictable-context condition, rather than inhibition of
detection in the unpredictable-context condition. In the
unpredictable-context condition, listeners’ knowledge of
how varied the realization of the target phonemes could
potentially be became relevant. Note once again that ac-
tual variability in the target realization across the two
contexts could play no role; not only were there just four
actual realizations in each unpredictable context in all
experiments, but also the target syllables used in the 
predictable- and unpredictable-context conditions were
physically identical. The effect must be located at the level
of listener expectation; clearly, expectations differed across
the experiments, in just such a way as to reflect the under-
lying potential for variability in the language. Even in the
context of a constrained laboratory task, listeners thus
could not prevent their responses from being influenced
by the phonological structure of their native language—
specifically, by their accumulated experience of whether
variability for vowels and for consonants is symmetric.

Recent research has suggested a number of ways in
which the processing demanded by vowels and conso-
nants may differ. Note first that vowel and consonant
processing can be interdependent. Whalen (1989, on the
basis of earlier work by Mermelstein, 1978) examined
the perceptual interpretation of vowel duration in CVC
syllables for which the vowel duration was relevant to
both a vowel and a consonant judgment—for example,
the voicing distinction between syllable-final [d] and [t]
and the distinction between the (longer) vowel [{] and
the (shorter) vowel [ε]. Listeners heard synthesized to-
kens in which only vowel duration was varied and cate-
gorized each token as “bad,” “bed,” “bat,” or “bet.” Judg-
ments about the vowel and consonant were not made
independently; for example, choosing a [d] could make
the choice of [{] less likely. Whalen further found inter-
action for the acoustic shape of fricative noise, which can
serve both as a cue regarding whether the fricative is [s]
or [ʃ] and as a cue regarding whether the following
vowel is rounded or not. Thus vowel and consonant pro-
cessing may be required to draw on the same input in-
formation. Nonetheless, differences in response patterns
for vowels and for consonants have been observed in a

number of perceptual tasks. Van Ooijen (1994, 1996),
for instance, found that when listeners are asked to turn
a nonword into a real English word by changing just one
phoneme, they more readily alter a vowel than a conso-
nant. Vowels, proposed van Ooijen, are treated by listen-
ers as inherently mutable; listeners appear to expect that
vowels will show more extensive effects of surrounding
phonetic context and of other factors such as position in
the word than consonants will. Van Ooijen’s experiment
was carried out in English, a language with a very large
vowel repertoire but an even larger consonant repertoire.

Recent results with the phoneme detection task have
likewise been interpreted as indicating that listeners are
inherently cautious in making detection responses to
vowel targets; in both English and Spanish, vowel detec-
tion time is inversely related to target duration (Cutler,
van Ooijen, Norris, & Sánchez-Casas, 1996); that is, the
shorter the vowel, the longer listeners take to detect it.
This pattern does not appear with English consonants
(van Ooijen, 1994). The effect could once again not be
ascribed solely to the actual contextual variation realized
in the experiment, since the English listeners in one of
Cutler et al.’s (1996) experiments showed no difference
in the pattern of the duration correlation as a function of
whether the stimulus items in the experiment could con-
tain any of the vowels of English or only vowels from a re-
stricted set of five. Note that in the present study we ob-
served weak effects indicating an overall advantage for
consonant over vowel detection for the Spanish listeners
in their own language (Experiment 2), but a slight effect
in the opposite direction for the Dutch listeners in their
own language (Experiment 1). However, the present study
used highly constrained and simple materials, and thus it
is hardly meaningful to compare RTs with those of these
earlier studies, which used real words and word-like non-
words. Here, we focused particularly on the relative size
of uncertainty effects and found them to be asymmetric.

The distribution of vowels versus consonants in speech
is a function not only of a language’s phonemic repertoire,
but also of the permissible syllable structures of the lan-
guage and their relative frequency of occurrence; never-
theless, the relative amount of vowel versus consonant pro-
cessing that these factors combine to require for speech
input in a given language embodies consequences for the
speech processor. And differences in relative distinctive-
ness of one versus the other type of phoneme may cause
the processor to direct attention to a greater extent to dif-
ferent processing routines.

Our findings are here consistent with evidence that
languages differing in phoneme repertoire structure may
consequently differ in terms of which aspects of lan-
guage production demand greater versus lesser attention.
Thus Nettle (1994) analyzed data on vocal amplitude
during spontaneous conversation by speakers of 15 lan-
guages; he found a very high correlation between ampli-
tude and the languages’ vowel inventories. Average speech
amplitude was higher in languages with fewer vowels (and
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hence a lower vowel/consonant ratio) and lower in lan-
guages in which the vowel/consonant ratio was higher
and the functional load carried by vowels accordingly
greater. Dutch and Spanish were included in Nettle’s sam-
ple (although note that a more complicated measure of
possible contrasts led him to a vowel/consonant ratio of
1.11 for Dutch and 0.43 for Spanish, rather than the ratios
of 0.84 and 0.25 which absolute phoneme inventory
counts warrant). With these two languages, Nettle found
that the Spanish speakers spoke more loudly than the
Dutch speakers. Nettle proposed that the greater the
functional load carried by the vowels—which are the most
sonorous portions—of a language, the less amplitude is
required to convey speech contrasts efficiently to the lis-
tener; when a relatively greater proportion of the functional
load falls on the (less sonorous) consonants, they require
greater amplitude to be efficiently conveyed. Accordingly,
Nettle suggested that languages differ in terms of the types
of demands they make on the speaker. Manuel (1990) ar-
gued similarly on the basis of her cross-linguistic com-
parison of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation. Languages may
not differ in terms of how intrinsically difficult they are to
produce, but they certainly differ in terms of which aspects
of the production process require more or less attention.

Similarly, languages differ regarding the types of 
demands their phonology makes on the listener. This is
obvious insofar as languages encode information in pho-
nological dimensions that are not exploited in other lan-
guages; thus languages that distinguish words from one
another by tone require different processing from lan-
guages that do not; languages with vowel harmony can
indirectly provide the listener with word-boundary in-
formation (Suomi, McQueen, & Cutler, 1997) of a sort un-
available in languages without vowel harmony, and so on.
It is perhaps less obvious, but now well supported by em-
pirical evidence, that languages differ in terms of which
types of phonological information support a given aspect
of processing—for instance, segmentation of utterances
into words (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Seguí, 1986; Cut-
ler & Norris, 1988; Otake, Hatano, Cutler, & Mehler, 1993;
Sebastián-Gallés, Dupoux, Seguí, & Mehler, 1992). Since
all languages contain both vowels and consonants, and
the processing of the two types of phonemes is not qual-
itatively different, it is even less obvious that the pho-
nemic repertoire itself should be the source of language-
specific differences in processing demands.  Nonetheless,
the evidence now suggests that this is so. It has recently
been reported that vowel discrimination in different lan-
guages can require different numbers of perceptual di-
mensions (Fox, Flege, & Munro, 1995). And it now ap-
pears that in the process of phoneme detection, listeners
are sensitive to the repertoire of possibilities their lan-
guage offers. Accumulated experience with the percep-
tion of the phonemes of their native language gives rise
to accurate expectation of the potential scope for varia-
tion given a nonpredictable context; this expectation is
not overridden by actual limitations in the experimental

variability. Our findings thus provide yet one more piece
of evidence for language-specific differences in the na-
ture of the processing required by speech input.

The fact that the asymmetry was observed in the re-
sponses of Spanish listeners with both the materials re-
corded by a Spanish speaker and the materials recorded
by a Dutch speaker suggests further that the effects of the
native language repertoire can carry over to the process-
ing of foreign languages. This finding joins a number of
similar demonstrations; thus French listeners are sensi-
tive to syllabic structure not only in their native language
but also in English (Cutler et al., 1986) and Japanese
(Otake et al., 1993), although the native listeners in nei-
ther language show the same response pattern as French
listeners; Japanese listeners respond more rapidly to 
syllable-final than to syllable-initial nasal consonant tar-
gets not only in their own language but also in English,
though English listeners again fail to show this pattern
(Cutler & Otake, 1994); they also detect CV targets
equivalently rapidly in open and closed syllables both in
their own language and in French (Otake, Hatano, &
Yoneyama, 1996), although French listeners respond
otherwise (Cutler et al., 1986), and English listeners re-
spond more rapidly and more accurately to nasal conso-
nant targets than to vowel targets not only in English ma-
terials but also in Japanese materials, although Japanese
listeners’ responses in their native language again show
no such effect (Cutler & Otake, 1994). Listening to both
the native language and foreign languages, in other words,
is conditioned by our native-language experience.
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NOTE

1. Like all students at the University of Barcelona, the subjects were
also highly competent in Catalan. However, parallel research by Pallier,
Bosch, and Sebastián-Gallés (1997) and Bosch, Costa, and Sebastián-
Gallés (1997) shows that native Spanish-speaking subjects from this
population without early exposure to Catalan have not developed accu-
rate phonemic categories for Catalan. Even if they did have an effec-
tively bilingual phonemic repertoire, however, that would operate
against our experimental prediction, since the vowel repertoire, how-
ever, of Catalan is larger than that of Spanish.
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